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i
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Introd
duction: The expperimental protoccol was developed
d in the context oof joint image of an
a antigen induce
ed arthritis (AIA) model in mouse for detection of disease
d
compo
onents and iron oxide contrast aggents (SPIONs). Visualization off oedema, bone erosion and SPIO
ONs has been reeported with the sequences used in this
compaarison study.
Methods: All animal hhandling proceduures were in confo
ormance with the institution ethicaal committee. Sca
anning was carrieed out on a Siemeens 3T Tim Trio clinical
c
m
knees arran
nged with joints aaligned forward. The coils comparred in this study aare those that are suitable for use in
i
scanner. Samples consisted of ex vivo mouse
gned for small strructures near the surface (e.g. joints of
rodent imaging on the clinical scanner, either small partss of the anatomy or ‘whole body’: ‘4cm loop’ desig
wrist’, 8-element coil with 8 integrated preamplifieers; an
fingerrs, toes or wrist annd skin), that takees 5 of the sample tubes used to hoold the knee jointts in this study; ‘w
8-chan
nnel phase array coil, dimensions 9 x 9 x 5cm that will take 42 sampples. These were held tightly in sm
mall, sealed, sampple tubes and placced in a wooden holder
h
with a regular arrangem
ment of appropriaately sized indenttations. The numbber of averages reequired was calcu
ulated theoreticallly from the relative SNR observedd in a
phanto
om study, based oon a simple √2 prroportionality. With
W the wrist coil,, 7 signal averagees were acquired. With 42 sampless in the wrist coill this represents a gain
in tim
me over 7 groups oof 5 in the loop cooil.
A standard localization sequuence, multi-slicee FLASH (fast loow angle shot), was
w used to check sample position
oning, followed by
b the two sequennces of
interest. UTE sequencee parameters (forr iron oxide particcle quantificationn and joint/bone sttructure) were 3D
D isotropic matrixx of 512 and 90m
mm FOV (field off view),
g a resolution of 1180μm in all threee directions, 50000 radial projectiions, ultrashort TE (echo time) of 0.07ms, TR (repeetition time) 9.6m
ms and flip angle 10°. A
giving
3D T1
1 gradient echo ssequence, called VIBE
V
throughoutt, (for iron oxidee signal loss imag
ging and joint stru
ucture) used a 3D
D isotropic resolu
ution of 310μm, TR/TE
14.3/5
5.9ms and flip anngle 12°. The whhole examination
n for a single grooup (of 5 or 42 depending
d
on the coil used) took aaround 20 minutees. Signal intensiity was
measu
ure and SNR (signnal divided by the standard deviattion of the noise) calculated for 10
0 regions per coil group each 3 mm
m2.
Demonstrattion of the potenttial application in
n screening for coontrast agent in multiple
m
samples in
nvolved mouse kknees with intra-v
venous (100μg) or intraarticular (6μg) injectioons of SPION saccrificed at time po
oints up to 7 dayss. Right knees haad AIA and the le
eft knees acted ass internal controls. The SPION obbserved
i
andd intra-venous injjection was scoreed on a scale of 00-5 in an AIA mo
odel with the left knee as an internnal control in botth VIBE signal looss and
after intra-articular
positiv
ve contrast dUTE
E images.
Resullts: The sample aarrangement is illlustrated in figure 1. In order to in
increase throughp
put, the number of
o samples in relaation to the maxiimum 5 in the looop coil
must be
b greater than thhe number of signnal averages need
ded for the same S
SNR. The calculaated number of av
verages for the saame signal with the wrist coil is beetween
3.4 an
nd 6.2 depending on the region takken, and thereforee the optimum neext integer value of
o 7 (for the maxiimum signal leveel) was chosen. A regular arrangem
ment of
42 sam
mples was easily attained in the wrist
w
coil giving an
n excellent scan ttime efficiency with
w 7 averages, co
omparing an idenntical scan time off only 35 sampless in the
loop coil.
c
The expected SNR values weere realized in thee actual samples.. Further advantaages of the wrist coil
c include a largger area for easy regular arrangem
ment of
samplles for ease of im
mage reading (figgure 1) and homo
ogeneous signal inntensity over thee samples. Even in
i such small sam
mples the signal drop-off
d
away froom the
loop coil
c is significantt. The comparisoon of signal-to-no
oise (SNR) homoogeneity can be seen
s
in figure 2. With radial acquuisition, as in thee UTE sequence, image
quality, as well as SNR
R can be improveed by replacing siignal averages wiith more radial prrojections. The diagnostic ability oof these acquisitiions for the detecction of
injecteed SPIONs, evenn on a clinical scaanner in mouse knee
k
samples, is iillustrated (figuree 3). Intra-articula
ar injected iron iss clearly seen and ‘false positivess’ from
other regions of VIBE hypointense signnals that make sco
ores less consistennt are avoided by
y the use of the dU
UTE positive ironn contrast method
d (figures 4 and 5).
5

ussion and Concclusions: Protoccol: The loop coil gives same maaximum SNR as wrist coil with 7 averages and hhas the advantag
ge of having morre easy
Discu
alignm
ment of samples, giving easier seggmentation of im
mages. The wrist coil has homogeneous (maximum
m) signal over thee whole sample region. Particularlly with
ex-viv
vo samples, one long scan in repplacement of seveeral individual shhorter scans is not a disadvantage. Long duration
on is not a probleem as it would be
b with
anesth
hesia etc. in vivoo, and a single sccan means consisstent scanner tuniing and protocol for the whole sa
ample set. Appliication: Ex-vivo imaging of the SPION
S
injecteed mouse knees sshows that: •IV dose
d
is too low to
o be detected due to potential lossees to the liver, •A
Artifactual signal lloss on VIBE giv
ves overestimate of iron
score demonstrating thhe advantage of the dUTE positiv
ve contrast methhod, •Only intra-aarticular iron is bright
b
on dUTE removing any baackground signall, •Iron
ns in the joint ovver the timescale (7 days) with no
o significant signnal change in both
h diseased and co
ontrol knees. Futu
ture work will include developmeent of a
remain
histolo
ogical protocol too allow visualizaation of iron locattion for correlatioon. We concludee that the ‘MultiPaw’ imaging prootocol is appropriiate for optimizedd small
samplle scanning at higgh-resolution in a clinical MRI sysstem and that dUT
TE has diagnosticc potential for the
e detection of SPIIONs in such a model.
m

